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Me

Math Word Problem Coloring Printables

How This Works
Thank you so much for your purchase! I hope
your students enjoy this packet as much as
mine did! Your kids will be begging for more word
problems. Inside this packet you’ll find 1 1
different coloring pages with a matching word
problem page. These are to be printed front to
back. On each word problem page there are 8
different word problems. Students are to solve
the word problem and then find their answer
hidden in the picture on the back. Once found,
they are to color that sections of the picture
with the color given to them in the word
problem box. In the end, every students’
picture should be colored the same (which is an
easy way to quickly check for accuracy!)
Unfortunately, there isn’t work room on the
papers, but I simply had my students use a dry
erase board to solve the problems. Answers
are always written on the given line as well. As
an early finisher, any extra pieces of the photo
that didn’t have numbers could be colored

How This Works
These printables are geared more towards 3rd
or 4th grade, but could easily be used for higher
2nd graders! The following concepts are included
in the packet:

•

• Pattern word problems
• Working backwards elapsed time
Working backwards (not time related)
• Multiplication with 3 factors
• Multi – Step
• Multi – Step
• Multiplication & Division
• Multi-Step Money
• Division Facts
• Multiplication Facts
• Elapsed Time (no backwards)

These printables are great for centers, morning
work, small groups, whole group, or even
homework! Please let me know if you have any
questions or concerns about this product! I
hope you like it

Color Me Crazy – Multiplication Word Problems
Name: _____________
Date: ______________
Objective: I can solve basic multiplication word problems.
Directions: Read and solve each multiplication problem. Fin d those numbers in the picture and color them according to
the directions of each problem.

50

14

24
63
45

50

32

20

Color Me Crazy – Multiplication Word Problems
Name: _____________
Date: ______________
Objective: I can solve basic multiplication word problems.
Directions: Read and solve each multiplication problem. Fin d those numbers in the picture and color them according to
the directions of each problem.

The Smith family went to McDonalds.
Each of the 4 children ordered a 5 ounce
lemonade to drink. How much lemonade
did they order in all?
Answer: _______

Color it blue

Joey walked around his block every night
of the week. His block is 2 miles long.
How many miles does Joey walk in an
entire week?
Answer: ______

Color it green

Nancy bought 2 bags of Skittles and 3
bags of M&M’s. Both types of candy had
10 pieces in each bag. How many pieces
of candy does Nancy have to eat?
Answer: _______

Color it red

Katie went to the zoo and saw 4
elephants and 2 zebras. How many
animal legs did Katie see altogether?
Answer: ______

Color it orange

Taylor bought 7 new shirts for his job.
Each shirt had 9 buttons down the front.
There were 4 different colors. How
many buttons did Taylor get in all?

Landon gets to watch 10 minutes of TV
each morning before going to school.
How many minutes does he get to watch
during the school week?

Answer: ______

Answer: ______

Color it purple

Color it brown

Kennedy was rolling the dice and adding
Randy bought mulch for his new garden.
up the points. She rolled 8 times and each He bought 9 bags and each bag covers 5
time she got a 4!. How many points did
square yards of space. How many
Kennedy get in all?
square yards can Randy cover with all of
his mulch?
Answer: ______

Color it green

Answer: ______

Color it black

